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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

HOME GAS/ELECTRITY
From Hay/Grass clippings
May 13, 2015 – http://electricityfreedom.com has come up with an electricity/gas
generating system from common grass clippings that will save you 99% of your
gas/electrical bill (build it for less than $200). electricityfreedom.com reports:
This new device may demolish the entire solar panel industry.
If you or someone you know is concerned about their electricity bill each month...
Or are considering shelling out tens of thousands of their HARD-EARNED money on the solar panels...
Then you absolutely must STOP WHAT YOU’RE DOING immediately and watch this very short video
before it's too late!
It describes a new and cheap invention that is so DANGEROUS and revolutionary to the status-quo
politicians and giant energy companies…
Because it lets ANYONE, no matter how smart or rich you are, generate ALL of the electricity that your
home needs…
And it lets you do it COMPLETELY FOR FREE using materials that you already have in your home.
Find out how this can slash your electric bills right now in this brief video!
Over 72,000 patriotic Americans have already built one of these very same all-natural home “power
plants”…
And are enjoying the incredible satisfaction of collecting monthly checks from their energy companies…
All while keeping their families safe and comfortable no matter what kind of crazy shenanigans the
socialists in the White House or the terrorists in the Middle East try to pull.
WARNING: This quick video has been known to make any self-respecting American absolutely furious!
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